Introduction
Debt markets in emerging economies have expanded considerably since the mid-1990s. Domestic debt securities, in particular, have experienced considerable growth during this period.
By late 2004, the stock of domestic debt securities issued by emerging economies reporting data to the BIS reached US$ 2.8 trillion and was four times larger than the corresponding amount of international debt securities (US$ 0.7 trillio n). As a proportion of GDP, the stock of domestic debt securities issued by emerging markets has almost doubled since the mid-1990s, and stood at 40 percent in 2004. 1 The increasing significance of public sector bonds issued in domestic markets argues for the importance of analyzing the considerations that affect a government's decision to borrow from home or abroad. The optimal composition of debt between domestic and external components is an issue which has received little attention in the sovereign debt literature. It has been argued that the decision of where to issue debt reflects the characteristics of domestic capital markets. That is, countries that are characterized by poorly developed capital markets or low supply of domestic savings may be forced to borrow in the foreign markets. However, the focus of this literature is on why countries may be forced to issue foreign debt when domestic capital markets are not well developed. It does not focus on why governments may choose to borrow at home (or abroad) when they have the option of issuing debt in either market. This paper is an attempt towards providing an explanation for the latter.
This issue is particularly relevant in the light of recent developments in debt markets.
With the liberalization of capital flows and the increasing sophistication of domestic financial markets, developing country residents are buying more and more of their governments' debt. In the event of a debt restructuring, domestic residents figure as borrowers and as creditors, thus appearing on both sides of the negotiating table. The tasks of debt restructuring are further complicated in today's emerging market sovereign debt world, as the structure and patterns of holding debt instruments becomes increasingly complex. As a result, in contrast to the default episodes of the 1980s, the episodes of the 1990s left open many more margins on which a country experiencing repayment difficulties had to make decisions. Countries had to decide 1 Source: BIS and IMF which instruments they would default upon. For example, while Argentina and Ecuador defaulted on all debt instruments, Russia, Ukraine and Pakistan defaulted on only a few instruments.
Countries also had to decide whether to default on debt held by domestic creditors or on that held by foreign cre ditors. Foreign debt is often taken to be synonymous with foreigncurrency denominated debt, domestic debt with domestic-currency denominated debt. However, the currency denomination and the nationality of investors do not necessarily match.
2 Indeed, in some cases it is difficult to distinguish between domestic and foreign creditors because, with highly integrated world capital markets, who ultimately ends up holding the debt is independent of where the government issues it. However, as pointed out by Draze n (1998), it is important to distinguish between domestic and external debt for two reasons. First, governments face different incentives in repaying debts held by residents and nonresidents. 3 Second, governments can influence to some extent whether bonds are held by domestic residents or nonresidents. Interest differentials can sometimes be observed on identical debt instruments issued at home versus abroad. Some debt instruments are clearly segmented in terms of their bearers. 4 In addressing the above stated issues, this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a discussion of the theoretical and empirical motivation for the paper. Section 3 reviews the related literature. Section 4 presents the benchmark theoretical model where the government 2 According to the "economic" definition (based on a residency principle), foreign debt is only the debt by nonresidents, regardless of whether the debt is in local or foreign currency, whether it is issued at home or abroad. Conversely, domestic debt is debt by residents, regardless of whether the debt is in local or foreign currency, whether it is issued at home or abroad. According to the "legal" definition, domestic debt is defined as debt issued according to domestic law, regardless of whether it is in local or foreign currency and regardless of who, foreign or domestic residents, is holding these claims. Conversely, the "legal" definition of foreign debt i s debt issued according to foreign law, regardless of whether it is in local or foreign currency and regardless of who is holding these claims. 3 Kremer and Mehta (2000) note that there is historical evidence that the repayment decisions of sovereigns are conditioned on the identity of their creditors. They suggest that "a large amount of domestic-currency-denominated foreign debt borne by a government is said to raise suspicions that the government will pursue inflationary policies. Thus, speculative attacks against the French franc in the 1920s have been blamed on expectations that the government would try to inflate away its foreign debt obligation from World War I." (Kremer and Mehta (2000), pp 4) can credibly commit to repaying its domestic and external obligations. Section 5 focuses on incentive problems , and selective default on one class of debt obligations. Section 6 concludes.
Motivation
The motivation for this study is two-fold. The theoretical motivation stems from the fact that the vast literature on sovereign debt mostly ignores the distinction between domestic and foreign borrowing, with most papers addressing only external debt.
5 Furthermore, most studies of sovereign external debt assume that the capacity to raise foreign exchange is the binding constraint in the sovereign's repayment decision. On the other hand, several authors have focused on the fiscal constraint, recognizing that the repayment of foreign debt-which is primarily owed by the government-is financed by the transfer of resources from the private to the public sector. 6 This paper focuses on the second approach. To these fiscal constraints, this paper adds another crucial element: the service of the domestic debt. This is done by focusing on the problem of raising domestic revenue through distortionary taxation in order to service government debt obligations. Governments need to make adjustments on both the external and domestic fronts in order to service their external debt obligations. The external adjustment involves running a trade surplus by subsidizing exports, rationing of imports, and real devaluations. The domestic adjustment requires raising taxes and incurring the social cost of distortionary taxation required for servicing the debt. If this 'secondary burden' of raising taxes is not borne, then domestic debt will simply replace external debt over time. This, in turn, could have serious repercussions for the economy (Cohen, 1987) .
Another strand of literature that this study draws on is the optimal taxation approach towards debt management. In recent years, research on debt management has made significant progress, focusing on debt structure by denomination, indexation features and maturity, with the results relying heavily on the optimality of tax smoothing. 7 However, little attention has been paid to the question of whether debt should be issued at home or abroad, and the factors that influence the choice of borrow ing from domestic or foreign markets. This paper uses the optimal taxation approach to analyze this issue. The crucial difference, however, between the 5 Exceptions are Cohen (1991) , Drazen (1998) , and Kremer and Mehta (2000) . 6 Reisen and van Trotsenberg (1988) , Easterly (1989) , Guidotti and Kumar (1991) , and Dooley and Stone (1993) . 7 See Bohn (1988) , Calvo (1988) , Calvo and Guidotti (1990; 1992) , de-Fontenay et al. (1995) .
conventional analysis of optimal taxation and the present model is the introduction of country risk considerations. This paper develops a model of segmented markets in which the government can selectively default on one class of its obligations (i.e. domestic or foreign) , and such default is costly . The focus is on the problem of raising domestic revenue in order to service government debt obligations. The government is assumed to manage its debt to minimize the expected present value of the distortions from financing its expenditures. The ultimate goal of the model is to characterize the optimal debt structure chosen by the sovereign.
Thus, this paper expands the existing literature in two directions. First, it goes beyond external debt and explicitly considers the crucial issue of domestic debt service faced by a sovereign. Second, it builds on the conventional analysis of optimal taxation by considering the possibility of default on domestic and/or external debt. The option of defaulting brings partial state contingency to the economy.
The second source of motivation is derived from recent sovereign default episodes, some of which clearly highlight a differential treatment between domestic and foreign creditors. In a recent paper, Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2004) 
Russia
Russia's debt situation deteriorated from late 1997 and continued to worsen through 1998. In order to ease pressures in the GKO market and to reduce interest costs, the government announced a large swap of GKOs for Eurobonds in mid-July 1998. 11 On August 17, less than a month after the swap was completed, pressures mounted and a default on GKOs was announced.
That same day the Russian authorities unilaterally declared a moratorium on all rubledenominated public debt falling due through the end of 1999. In order to ease the pressures on 9 However, it is not clear whether this guarantee actually had any effect as government debt is always guaranteed by tax collection. 10 Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2004) , pp 49. 11 GKOs were ruble-denominated, short-term treasury bills with maturities of up to twelve months.
the excha nge rate and the banking system, external debt obligations were subject to a threemonth moratorium. At the time of default, Russia's public debt stood at less than 60 percent of GDP. External debt was about 45 percent of GDP, with Soviet era debt c omprising about twothirds of this amount. Domestic debt amounted to approximately 15 percent of GDP, consisting mostly of short-term GKOs. 12 It is estimated that about Rub 190 billion in GKO/OFZs was affected by the restructuring, of which over Rub 80 billion was held by non-residents.
The actual default in August 1998 was somewhat unique in modern economic history.
The initial announcement did not include a formal declaration of default on external debts. The default on external debt came later, although it was not a surprise, given the poor history of repayments. 13 Nevertheless, the key element in the emergency package was a restructuring of domestic (ruble) debt. The government's decision to default was unprecedented and clearly controversial, as no country in modern history had ever defaulted on a bond that was denominated in its local currency and was subject to its local law. In the past, when faced with a similar situation, other countries simply eliminated their domestic currency debt problem by printing money, effectively inflating away the issue. The Russian authorities' motivation for the default on domestic debt when other options were available is an open question. One possible explanation is an anti-inflationary bias on part of the authorities at the time the decision was made. 14 This anti-inflationary bias could possibly have resulted from the prolonged phase of economic contraction, high inflation and depreciation that marked the early 1990s. Another explanation is that concerns about the lack of private sector involvement in Russia motivated the authorities to default on domestic debt obligations.
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The Russian debt restructuring is an illustration of the sovereign's tendency of treating domestic and external creditors differently. A month after the default, on September 14, the 12 This breakdown between external and domestic debt is based on the currency criterion. 13 It is important to note that, prior to default, the government had proposed to exchange GKOs owned by nonresidents for 5-yr bonds with interest rates slightly above Libor. The residents would have received 3-yr Ruble bonds with a 30% rate. This dual treatment of the two categories of bondholders was rejected by the IMF as discriminatory. 14 See IMF (2003) 15 During the time of the Russian default, there was a perception that the private sector had not contributed adequately during the Asian crisis. It was believed that the "big packages" from the IMF to Thailand, Indonesia and Korea had only served to bail out private investors.
central bank issued three short-term zero-coupon bonds (KBOs) which were exchanged for frozen GKOs and OFZs held by a small number of Russian banks. These bonds were issued without any prior public notification, and violated the sovereign's previous commitments to equal treatment of domestic and foreign investors.
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Thus, the default episodes discussed above demonstrate that sovereigns do not necessarily default in the same way on debt held by domestic and external creditors. The theory in this paper attempts to capture this selectivity by focusing on the distinction between domestic and external debt, rather than modeling aggregate public debt. The paper attempts to explore the extent to which the possibility of differential treatment of creditors affects the composition of sovereign debt.
Related Literature
While the voluminous theoretical literature on sovereign debt focuses on the enforcement technology available to foreign creditors, scant attention has been paid to the domestic creditors.
The distinction between the domestic and external debt obligations of a sovereign has largely gone unaddressed. This section briefly outlines some studies that have analyzed this issue. Cohen (1987) is the first to introduce a distinction between internal and external borrowing in order to address the issue of garnering domestic revenue to finance debt repayment.
The paper compares Brazil's and Mexico's adjustment during 1983-85, and concludes that the secondary bur den of raising domestic taxes was borne by Mexico but not by Brazil. The repayment strategy adopted by Brazil during this period resulted in an excessive increase in her domestic debt and pushed up the interest rate. However, Cohen's analysis does not cons ider the possibility of debt repudiation. Drazen (1998) highlights the role of political determinants, specifically the importance of the very different political rights enjoyed by domestic residents versus foreigners, in the decision of where to issue de bt. The model is one of segmented markets in which the government acts as 16 As documented in Sturzenegger (2002) , Russia had signed various investment protection treaties with the US, UK, Germany and Netherlands in 1989. These treaties dictated equal treatment of foreign and domestic investments.
a discriminating monopsonist in placing its debt, and in which it can selectively repudiate one class of its obligations (i.e. domestic or foreign). The government's decision to repudiate or renegotiate its debt depends on the identity of its claimants through the different political rights they enjoy, and the punishments they can exact if the government fails to meet its obligations. A difference in the political rights of domestic and foreign residents implies that the effective cost of borrowing at home and abroad may differ substantially, with the composition of the debt reflecting the politically determined terms of borrowing. The two key determinants of equilibrium borrowing in Drazen's model are the level and distribution of income, and the severity of penalties for non-repayment. Kremer and Mehta (2000) examine the effect of reduced transactions costs in the international trading of assets on the ability of governments to issue debt. They examine a model in which governments care about the welfare of their citizens, and thus are more inclined to default if a large proportion of their debt is held by foreigners. They argue that if a government faces different groups of potential creditors, and its ability to commit to repay its debt varies across those groups, then market exchanges of debt between the groups may make it more difficult for the government to commit to repay. Thus, a reduction of transaction costs in asset markets may, paradoxically, reduce a government's ability to commit to repay its debt, worsen its terms of credit, and reduce its welfare.
The Model
Consider a two-period model of an emerging market economy with two kinds of public debt: Debt held by domestic residents, denoted by B , referred to as 'domestic debt' henceforth, and debt held by external creditors, denoted by F . Both types of debt are real, i.e. denominated in foreign currency. The main focus is on a non-monetary economy, so the composition of public debt abstracts from interactions with inflation and monetary policy. Nominal debt and inflationary default are not dealt with here. There are three types of agents: domestic consumers (bondholders), foreign creditors and the government. The country's problem is to decide how much to borrow from domestic and external markets.
The creditor side of the market cons ists of many small bondholders. Owing to their large number, investors can't coordinate among themselves. There are restrictions on private domestic creditors borrowing and lending abroad, so that government bonds are the only saving vehicle.
This may approximate the situation in countries with capital controls. We also assume that foreigners cannot borrow from or lend to private domestic residents. This assumption captures the premise that the government has control over the ownership of debt. The fact that all debt is government held can also be explained via sovereign risk. In the context of international lending, lenders have very little ability to assess the solvency of an individual private borrower in a developing country. Foreign lenders are able to penalize the country as a whole for nonrepayment more easily than to impose sanctions on an individual private borrower in that country. Thus foreigners may not lend to the private sector directly but only if the government guarantees the debt.
There are two periods. In period 1 the government can choose between various combinations of tax and debt fina ncing. In period 2 only taxes are available to finance both debt repayments and expenditure on the public good. To simplify the analysis we consider the case where the initial outstanding domestic and externa l debt is zero. Also, the volume of real government expenditure is assumed to be exogenous, and thus the present analysis abstracts from the choice of the level and composition of government expenditures.
Domestic Creditors
The economy is inhabited by a large number of identical individuals. Each individual lives for two periods and saves by holding government bonds. Though the government has access to foreign financial markets, private agents have access only to the domestic financial market in this model.
Individuals derive utility from consumption in both periods as well as from government spending, G . However, individuals take fiscal policy as given and thus the amount of public good produced is beyond the private sector's domain. The representative consumer maximizes the following intertemporal utility function:
with respect to 1 C and 2 C , where i
denotes the period i consumption of the representative individual, and
denotes the excess burden of taxation in period i .
denotes the volume of real government expenditure, excluding interest payments on the public debt, and is assumed to be exogenous. We assume that the utility derived from
, is separable from the utility derived from provision of public goods, denoted by )
. The utility index u is assumed to be strictly increasing and
is the discount factor. The maximization problem is subject to the following budget constraints: The left -hand side of equation (4) is the present discounted value of consumption. The right-hand side is wealth, that is, the present discounted value of the future stream of income minus taxes.
The discount rate used to calculate the present discounted values is the domestic interest rate.
The representative consumer's problem is to maximize, with respect to ( 1 C , 2 C ), the utility function in equation (1) subject to constraint (4). The first order conditions imply the following familiar Euler equation:
Equations (4) and (5) thus determine the private sector's intertemporal consumption pattern ) ( i C as a function of the domestic interest rate and wealth.
Foreign Creditors
The mass of foreign lenders comprises a large number of risk-neutral investors. Two assets (with a one-period maturity) are available to these investors: a government bond yielding an interest rate of f r , and the choice to invest in international capital markets and earn the net 
The Government
The focus is on a benevolent government which seeks to maximize the welfare of its citizens , and which takes account of the impact of taxes on welfare. 
Here the degree of risk-aversion of taxpayers does not affect the basic intuition that, because of the convex excess burden in its objective function, the government should smooth tax rates. Because of the nature of the loss function of taxes, the government should act as if it were risk averse, even if all the households are risk neutral. Thus, the assumption of risk-neutral residents helps to focus on the government's problem.
Equilibrium under Commitment
In this sub-section it is assume d that the government can credibly commit to repaying its domestic and external debt obligations in the second period. This solution will serve as the benchmark case.
Proposition 1: Under precommitment, optimal domestic and foreign borrowing ensures expected distortion smoothing. Domestic and foreign interest rates will be equalized.
Optimal government borrowing attempts to smooth tax distortions subject to the budget constraints.
20 The government's problem is to maximize 17 The case with default is dealt with in section 5. 18 I assume that there are no market imperfections other than those caused by the government's need to raise revenues. 19 An important assumption is that the distortion in period i does not depend on expected future tax collections.
20 Sargent (2000) highlights the isomorphism between consumption-smoothing models and tax-smoothing models. He shows that every issue in the consumption smoothing models surfaces in a corresponding tax smoothing model.
subject to the following period 1 and period 2 constraints, respectively:
Since government bonds are the only saving vehicle, domestic capital market equilibrium requires that the private agent's financial wealth equal the government's dome stic debt (in per capita terms), that is 1 1 B S = , which implies that
The government will internalize domestic and foreign creditors' reaction functions while making its optimal policy announcement. Under precommitment, domestic creditors will solve the program (1) -(4). Foreign investors will solve the program (6) -(6.2). The assumption of competitive risk-neutral international investors implies that in equilibrium the interest rate on external debt must be equal to the risk free international interest rate, that is,
Internalizing the reaction of investors, the government maximizes its objective function in (7) subject to constraints (8) and (9). Also, there is an external debt constraint, ] , [
which depends on the level of domestic debt as well as the first period GDP. This constraint simply specifies that the sovereign will not choose to repudiate on its external debt. As long as the external debt constraint is not binding, the first order conditions for this maximization problem yield the following:
and f b r r = Equation (11) determines the optimal fiscal policy in terms of taxes and government borrowing.
Taxes are smoothed over time through public debt issuance, in a path that slopes according to the relative magnitudes of δ and b r . In addition, as long as the external debt constraint is not binding, domestic and world interest rates are equal. The government will borrow up to the point where the cost of borrowing in domestic and foreign markets is equalized. 
Incentive Problems and Selective Default
We now consider the case where the government can no longer credibly commit to repaying its debt obligations in every possible state of nature in the second period. Under certain parameter combinations , and for certain values of the state variables, it is possible that the sovereign chooses to default rather than honoring its debt obligations. In this setup, debt contracts are not enforceable as the sovereign can choose to default on its debt contracts if it finds it optimal to do so. As described in the previous section, the country can borrow in both domestic and external markets. A key characteristic of the model is the possibility of default on both domestic and external debt. In the context of sovereign debt, it is important to distinguish between a domestic creditor and a foreign creditor, since both might have different possibilities to sanction a government that is unwilling (or unable) to repay. We assume that the identity of debt holders can be observed once the debt is issued. This allows for the possibility of segmented markets in which the government can selectively default on one class of its obligations (i.e. domestic or foreign).
For simplicity, output in the first period is normalized to 1. In the second period, the economy receives stochastic exogenous endowment 2 y , which is the realization of the random Default costs are modeled as a fraction of output 2 y λ . Following Bolton and Jeanne (2005) 22 , this default cost can be decomposed into two components:
The first component is a deadweight cost that the country must bear when it defaults on its debt obligations. It can be interpreted as a reputational cost of default, or output loss resulting from a banking crisis or capital flight. The second component is a sanction that foreign creditors impose on the defaulting country (f or example, the output loss resulting from litigation by creditors in foreign countries, or from trade sanctions). If the sovereign defaults on its domestic debt obligations, it only bears the deadweight cost, 2 y α . Thus, defaulting on either type of debt results in payment of the deadweight cost, 2 y α , while sanctions 2 y β are imposed only if the sovereign defaults on its external debt obligations. The assumption that default may reduce output can be rationalized by the common view that after default there is a disruption in the countries' ability to engage in international trade, which in turn reduces the value of output (Rose, 2002; Cole and Kehoe, 2000; Bulow and Rogoff, 1989) . Also, Sturzenegger (2002) , in a study of defaults in the 1980s, finds evidence of a 4 percent cumulative drop in output over the 4 years immediately following a default.
Several points are worth noting about the penalty structure utilized in this model. First, this formulation attempts to capture in a simple way the fact that domestic and foreign creditors have different ways of punishing the government. Second, since the investors' punishment is independent of the magnitude of the default, it is optimal for the government to repudiate the entire stock of debt. Third, following Bolton and Jeanne (2005), we assume that the only way that the sovereign discriminates between different classes of creditors is through selective default. 23 Although this assumption precludes the more realistic possibility of the sovereign negotiating with both types of creditors simultaneously, it allows us to focus on the implications of unequal creditor treatment for the ex ante equilibrium of the debt market.
Default Decisions
To define equilibrium in this framework, we solve the model backwards , starting from period 2. We determine the repayment and default decisions of the sovereign, taking the stock of domestic ( 1 B ) and external debt ( 1 F ) as given. In period 2, there are three pos sible scenarios faced by the sovereign:
(i) Fully repay both domestic and external debt;
(ii) Selective default on either kind of debt ; or (iii) Default on both kinds of debt.
If the sovereign defaults on its external debt obligations it receives a payof f of
On the other hand, if it defaults on both its domestic and foreign debt its payoff will be given 23 Although the focus of their analysis is on renegotiable and non -renegotiable debt. Bolton and Jeanne (2005) simplify the situation in the extreme by assuming that 'non-renegotiable' debt is impossible to restructure. This assumption then implies that debt restructuring, if it occurs, involves renegotiable debt only. Although it would be more realistic to let the sovereign negotiate simultaneously with both types of creditors, such a model of trilateral bargaining is far from straightforward. Proposition 1 implies that bonds held by external creditors are effectively senior to bonds held by domestic creditors. In the case of partial default, the allocation of repayment between external and domestic bondholders is as if the former enjoyed strict seniority over the latter. This effective seniority would in turn imply that external bondholders should have a higher expected recovery ratio than domestic bondholders. Thus , we would expect the interest rate spread on external bonds to be lower than that on domestically placed bonds.
Foreign Creditors
The net transfers to external creditors in the second period can be written as
The probability of default on external debt is given by
The probability of default on external debt is a function of the state of the economy in the second period. It is a function of the stock of external debt 1 F and the level of endowment 2 y . The probability of default is increasing in the stock of external debt as more debt implies a wider range of endowment realizations for which the sovereign prefers to default. Proposition 3 follows directly from equations (13) and (15.3).
If there are no sovereign risk considerations, then competition among lenders will imply * r r f = .
However, if the probability of default ∫ β 1 2 2 ) (
is positive, the interest rate charged on the sovereign's external debt will be higher than the international risk-free rate, i.e. * r r f > , since international investors must now be compensated for the possibility of debt repudiation. Thus, under no commitment the stock of external debt will differ from that under precommitment, as shown by equation (15.3) . This is due to the term associated with the probability of default, and the term associated with the effect on the probability of default of a unit increase in the stock of foreign debt.
The assumption of competitive risk-neutral international investors implies that in equilibrium the interest rate on government debt should be such that it yields an expected retur n equal to the risk-free return,
From expression (16) and the fact that the borrower repudiates whenever
. Therefore, the maximum amount that foreign creditors are willing to lend is given by
Thus, the higher the costs of the penalty, the higher is the credit ceiling. For each additional dollar of the default penalty, the debtor gets * 1 1 r + additional dollars of foreign debt 1 F . Given tax obligations of domestic residents, foreign lenders can restrict loan amounts to ensure that repayment is in the borrower's interest.
Domestic Creditors
The government can no longer commit to fulfilling its domestic debt obligations in all states of nature. In this case, the net transfers to domestic creditors in the second period can be written as:
The probability of default on domestic debt can be written as
It is a function of the total stock of debt ) (
and the level of endowment 2 y .
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The representative consumer maximizes the following intertemporal utility function:
with respect to 1 C and 2 C . The maximization problem is subject to the following budget constraints:
The first order conditions imply the following equation:
This is the standard Euler equation adjusted for the risk of default.
26 The probability of default on domestic debt is an increasing function of the stock of total debt. To see this, let
Equilibrium Borrowing with Selective Default
In the first period, the government can choose between various combinations of taxes, and domestic and external borrowing to finance its fiscal outlays. In the second period only taxes are available to finance both debt repayments and expenditure on the public good. For simplicity, the initial outstanding domestic and external debt is assumed to be zero. The government's budget constraint in periods 1 and 2 can now be written as
where, f P 2 and b P 2 is the actual repayment to external and domestic creditors in the second period, respectively.
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The optimal taxation literature suggests that governments could improve welfare if they used debt management to reduce unexpected fluctuations in the tax rate. Changes in taxation are costly because the welfare loss from taxation rises more than proportionately with changes in the tax rate. A benevolent government will thus try to equalize the marginal social cost of taxation across dates and states of nature. However, in the presence of shocks to spending and output, taxes will need to change over time in order to maintain fiscal solvency. Theoretically, the government could keep the tax rate constant if it could hedge against the impact of shocks on its finances by issuing state-contingent debt. In such a case, the effect of any shock could be completely offset by changes in debt servicing costs. However, governments usually do not issue state-contingent debt. In reality, returns on government debt are never state contingent except through the possibility of default when the economy is hit by a bad shock. The debt contract with default can be viewed as a special form of the public debt contracts with state-contingent returns. (12) and (18), respectively, and denote the realized returns i.e. inclusive of any repudiation.
It is worth emphasizing here that markets in this setup are incomplete, as not only is there an endogenous default risk, but the set of assets available to the economy are not sufficient to insure away the idiosyncratic shocks to endowment. The option of defaulting brings partial state contingency to the economy. In the absence of any contract enforcement mechanism in the model economy, the sovereign can decide whether to repay its debts or to default (selectively or in full). Thus, in this sense default has a state-contingent (i.e. insurance) mechanism which would be absent from a risk-free bond.
As described earlier, taxes are distortionary and the government minimizes the distortion from taxation by allocating taxes over time. The second period output is subject to stochastic disturbances. Shocks to the economy generally require unexpected changes in the path of taxes.
Good states of nature allow for tax cuts and bad states require tax increases. Thus, the cost of taxation also varies with the state of nature -raising taxes being more costly in the bad states of nature. Because the welfare losses from taxation increase more than linearly with changes in taxes, the total loss from raising taxes in one period and then lowering them in the next period will tend to be higher than if taxes were the same over both periods (for a given total amount of taxation over the two periods). Thus, optimal government borrowing attempts to smooth tax distortions subject to the budget constraints. The government's problem is to maximize
The first order condition for optimal foreign borrowing is given by 0 ) ( 
The first term in equation (26) 
To simplify, assume that the excess burden is quadratic, that is ( ) Barro (1979) . Thus, optimal foreign borrowing ensures distortion smoothing between period 1 and the states of nature in period 2 in which full repayment occurs.
The first order condition for optimal domestic borrowing is given by
The first term in equation (28) captures the first period welfare gain associated with funding one unit of fiscal expenditure through domestic borrowing instead of raising taxes. The second expression represents the expected deadweight loss in the second period that comes from having to raise future taxes to repay domestic debt obligations.
The optimal allocation of debt between domestic and foreign creditors can thus be viewed as the government's purchase of insurance. The presence of both domestic and external debt facilitates intertemporal consumption smoothing in the event of default. The option of defaulting on domestic debt in the second period, and thus not having to raise taxes , will help cushion the fall in second-period consumption should a bad shock trigger default. A bad shock in the second period reduces output and triggers default. These are also the states of nature where the marginal cost of public funds is high. Thus, when tax collection is costly, the government can strategically default on only one class of its obligations in order to minimize the excess burden of distortionary taxes. A country characterized by volatile output, tax collection costs and sovereign risk will thus want to borrow in domestic markets as well as in international capital markets.
Conclusions and Implications
The outstanding volume of domestic debt issued by emerging markets has increased significantly relative to international debt in recent years. The increasing significance of public sector bonds issued in domestic markets argues for the importance of analyzing the considerations that affect a government's decision to borrow from home or abroad. Furthermore, emerging markets have defaulted on both domestic and foreign debt in recent years. Countries have also defaulted differentially on domestic and foreign debt, and even on different types of debt within these two classes. Standard economic models of sovereign debt mainly focus on how the actions of foreign creditors influence the default decisions of sovereigns , either through increased reputational costs or trade sanctions. Very little attention has been paid to the response of domestic creditors, or to the relative standing of the two classes of creditors. In contrast to this one -sided focus, this paper adds to a new theoretical literature that points at the possibility of default on domestic debt and the ability of domestic creditors to punish the sovereign.
The model presented in this paper introduces a distinction between domestic and external borrowing, and focuses on the problem of raising domestic revenue in order to service debt obligations. We allow for the possibility of default on both domestic and foreign debt, and default is costly. The two classes of creditors are assumed to have different abilities to punish the government in the event of default, and this in turn creates a gap in the expected default costs to the sovereign and hence a differential in its propensity to default on its domestic versus foreign debt.
The motivation for debt management in this paper is to minimize the welfare losses arising from distortionary taxation. Optimal government borrowing attempts to smooth tax distortions. Results show that the presence of both foreign and domestic debt facilitates intertemporal consumption smoothing in the event of default. The option of defaulting on domestic debt helps cushion the fall in consumption in the second period. Thus, in the presence of distortionary taxation, the sovereign can strategically default on one class of creditors in order to minimize the excess burden of taxes.
This research highlights two key practical lessons for policymakers in the realm of international finance. First, the results from this research and the case studies discussed make it clear that when governments run out of money they often treat domestic and foreign creditors differently. Despite important concerns about inter-creditor equity, the ability to treat domestic and foreign creditors differently can be seen as a policy option for governments in financial crisis. One possible way of dealing with this would be a sovereign bankruptcy regime capable of ensuring equal treatment among identical debt instruments. 29 Admittedly, this is difficult to say the least. Second, the significant increase in the volume of domestic debt issued by emerging market entities relative to international debt calls for a new way of framing the core issues that arise in financial crises. An in-depth assessment of risk and fiscal sustainability must be based on a comprehensive view of the country's debt stock -that is, including both domestic and foreign debt.
